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ABSTRACT
Located to the south of East China Sea, the Southern Okinawa Trough (SOT)
is a back-arc basin, which belongs to the Ryukyu subduction system. SOT is characterized by an active normal faulting system and numerous volcanic outcrops, which
could have marine mineral and geo-hazard potential for its nearby areas. By analyzing the data from the inland Central Weather Bureau Seismic Network (CWBSN)
stations, we manually exanimated the waveforms of 2263 earthquakes collected from
1991 to the end of 2011 to identify the possible low frequency (LF) volcanic events.
In total, 80 LF earthquakes were recognized. An updated relocation seismicity catalog was used to obtain a more reliable epicenter location. These LF events were
mainly located along the central graben of SOT and to the southeast of the Kueishantao (KST) Island. The depths of the LF events are mostly shallower than 15 km near
KST, and become deeper when the hypocenters get closer to the central axis of SOT.
The LF earthquakes located near KST have relatively higher tendency to occur in
cluster with a time interval of 1 to 4 years and the epicenters show a spatial migration.
By comparing the distribution of the LF earthquakes with the available geophysical
data, we suggest the major faults in SOT do not only influence the distribution for
shallow volcanic bodies, but also confine the area of the deep magmatic activity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Located to the south of East China Sea, the Southern
Okinawa Trough (SOT) is a back-arc basin, which is originated from the subduction of Philippine Sea Plate to the
Eurasia Plate (Fig. 1). One of the most obvious features in
SOT is the submarine volcanoes (Lee et al. 1980; Liu et al.
1998; Sibuet et al. 1998), an indicator for the presence of
hydrothermal vent systems, which infers potential for submarine mineral explorations. On the other hand, submarine
volcanic eruptions, occurring more than 100 years ago, have
been reported to the south of East China Sea based on the
historical records (Chen and Shen 2005). This observation
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also presumes a geo-hazard potential for its nearby areas.
However, no further assessment has been conducted due to
lack of related information.
Heretofore, several seismic reflection experiments and
bathymetry surveys have been conducted to get knowledge
about the tectonic environment in SOT (Lee et al. 1980; Liu
et al. 1998; Sibuet et al. 1998). The spatial distribution of
important geological features, submarine canyons, and volcanic outcrops were well illustrated, which provides a general understanding about the main tectonic processes of the
area. However, further investigations, such as seismic and
video monitoring, are needed to estimate the intensity of the
actual tectonic activities. Lin et al. (2007b, 2009) have revealed the presence of more than 3300 earthquakes during
only 10-day recording period by using the data of 15 ocean
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bottom seismometers (OBSs) deployed in SOT. The earthquake activity is characterized by the ceaseless occurrence
of small earthquakes, located essentially to the central part
of the trough, along the normal faults orientation. In addition, some low frequency events were also reported beneath
a volcanic area, inferring the existence of a lower crustal/upper mantle magma chamber. Even though such OBS experiment seems to be a promising method to provide information
about the current state of the study area, it is still risky to instruments and high-cost to conduct this kind of operation in
such volcanically active areas. Lin et al. (2007a) have used
the inland seismic stations data to illustrate a swarm of more
than 24 low-frequency earthquakes between the 1 September and 4 September 2006 and show that some submarine
volcanoes are still active in SOT. However, limitation in the
study duration may not allow monitoring the time evolution of these volcanic activities. In this study, to increase
the knowledge about the temporal and spatial resolution for
the volcano-related activities in SOT, we analyze the seismic data recorded by the inland Central Weather Bureau
Seismic network (CWBSN) in Taiwan. The waveforms and
spectrograms were manually examined to determine potential volcanic events occurring in the vicinity of SOT. An
update relocation seismicity catalog provides more accurate
epicenters for these volcanic events, which allows a reliable
spatial distribution analysis. The results bring information
for the initial evaluation about hydrothermal potential and
geo-hazard risks in the area and its vicinity.

2. GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
The subduction of the Philippine Sea Plate beneath the
Eurasia Plate forms the Ryukyu Arc system, which consists
of four distinctive geological units, the Ryukyu Trench, forearc basins, Ryukyu-Arc, and the Okinawa Trough back-arc
system (Fig. 1). SOT is the southernmost part of the back-arc
basin located in the Eurasia continental crust (Lee et al. 1980;
Letouzey and Kimura 1985; Sibuet et al. 1987), to the south
of the East China Sea. The area of SOT has been considered
to be part of the collisional orogeny, the product of the collision between Luzon arc and Eurasia Plate. Then, with the
southward migration of the collisional process, the original
orogen collapsed and formed the actual SOT (Teng 1996).
Seismic reflection and refraction experiments show that the
crustal thickness of the Okinawa Trough becomes thicker
from south to north (Lee et al. 1980; Iwasaki et al. 1990;
Hirata et al. 1991), 15 - 18 km for the southern part (Klingelhoefer et al. 2009), whereas 27 - 30 km for the northern
area. The geophysical and bathymetric data indicate that the
recent two extensional phases occurred at the Pleistocene (2
- 0.1 Ma) and Pleistocene-Holocene (0.1 - 0 Ma) with N150°
and N170° direction respectively (Kimura 1985; Miki 1995;
Sibuet et al. 1998). Fault mechanisms investigation by using regional (NIED MT) and global (Harvard CMT) moment tensor catalogs also demonstrated an extensional stress
field perpendicular to the trough axis (Fournier et al. 2001;
Kubo and Fukuyama 2003). In SOT, except for a dominant

Fig. 1. Geological map and seismic stations (red triangles) used in this study. The inset shows the region tectonic environment. PSP: Philippine Sea
Plate; EU: Eurasia Plate.
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normal faulting system, the presence of volcanic intrusions
or extrusive seamounts were also illustrated by the seismic
profiles and/or high-resolution bathymetry data (Lee et al.
1980; Liu et al. 1998; Sibuet et al. 1998). One area consists
of more than 70 submarine volcanoes was reported in the
vicinity of 123°E, named Cross-backarc Volcanic Trail
(CBVT) because of its cross-arc pattern (Sibuet et al. 1998;
Chung et al. 2000) (Fig. 1). In 2000, the manned deep-sea
research submersible Shinkai 6500 (Japan Marine Science
and Technology Center) has surveyed one of these submarine volcanos approximately 90 km from eastern KST for
the exploration of hydrothermal vents. Several discernible
phenomena were discovered, including a 1 - 10 m height
chimney, more than 170°C hydrothermal emanations temperatures, pH values of around 4.5 and extensive colonies of
organisms (Hsu et al. 2003). Even though only few images
have been taken for other hydrothermal-related structures in
the north-eastern offshore part of Taiwan, echo sounder and
CTD data revealed the presence of hydrothermal plume and
vents (Kuo 2001).
KST is a Holocene volcanic islet (latest eruption 7 000
years ago) (Liu 1995; Chen et al. 2005; Chiu et al. 2010),
which is suggested to be part of western extension of SOT
(Liu et al. 1998; Sibuet et al. 1998). A deep magmatic body
beneath NE Taiwan was imaged by the regional velocity
tomographic result, which was suggested to be source of the
KST volcanic system (Lin et al. 2004). A cluster of more
than 30 hydrothermal vents is located off the southeastern
tip of KST at water depths between 10 and 80 m (Tarasov
et al. 2005; Chiu et al. 2010), revealing its active magmatic
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process. These submarine hydrothermal vents continuously
emit high-temperature fluids discoloring the seawater, which
can be easily observed from the sea surface. Konstantinou
et al. (2013) analyzed the seismicity recorded by a temporary seismic network deployed both on KST and the coast
of northeastern Taiwan. Their results show a tight cluster
of events near KST with hypocentral depths between 2.5
and 10 km. The stress inversion based on the focal mechanisms shows a regional NW-SE extensional stress distribution. They also determined one event characterized by a low
frequency content (~10 Hz) and a large non-double-couple
component.
3. DATA
As the International Seismological Centre (ISC) catalog comprises the dataset from local networks, we firstly
searched for the earthquakes listed in this catalog for the
period from 1 January 1991 to 31 December 2013 to have as
many events in our study as possible (Fig. 2a). Usually, volcanic chambers often exist along the crust-mantle boundary
or are trapped in the crust (e.g., Nicolas et al. 1993; Zhao et
al. 2002; Konstantinou et al. 2013), there is few opportunities that the volcano related earthquakes occur at the depth
deeper than the subducted slab. Thus, we only selected the
earthquakes occurring above the subducted plate for further
examination. The slab contours used here were determined
from Font et al. (2004) (Fig. 2). In addition, we also eliminated earthquakes with local magnitude smaller than 3 to avoid
possible misinterpretations caused by unclear waveform

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Earthquakes (color dots) extracted from the International Seismological Center catalog for the period between 1991/01/01 and 2013/12/31;
(b) earthquakes (color dots) above the slab, which are with local magnitude larger than 3 and process available waveforms from the Geophysical
Dataset Management System (GDMS) (Shin et al. 2013) website in Taiwan (http://gdms.cwb.gov.tw/index.php). Dashed lines show the slab contour
extracted from Font et al. (2004). Black triangles are the seismic stations used in this study.
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characteristics. After selecting the events based on the previous criteria, we downloaded the waveforms in sac format
for 7 different seismic stations (Fig. 1) of CWBSN from the
Geophysical Dataset Management System (GDMS) website
in Taiwan (http://gdms.cwb.gov.tw/index.php) (Shin et al.
2013). However, there was a serious lack of waveform data
after 2012 at the moment. Thus, we reduced our analysis
period to be from 1991 - 2011. In total, the seismograms of
2263 earthquakes with magnitude (ML) larger than 3 were
collected in the 20-year time span (Fig. 2b). We can notice
that almost all the selected earthquakes are located to the
west of 123°E (Fig. 2b), which is due to the limitation of
seismic stations distribution in Taiwan. Overall, the study
area is within 119 - 123°E and 23.86 - 25.30°N, which includes SOT, part of the Ryukyu Arc and continental shelf.
Nevertheless, the epicenter in the ISC catalog was determined based on a 1-D velocity model, which may not precise enough to perform spatial analyses for the earthquakes
distribution. Wu et al. (2008) developed a relocation procedure on the earthquake catalog of CWBSN. They incorporated a large dataset and adopted a 3-D velocity model for
earthquakes relocation in their work. Moreover, they added
the arrivals of 18 Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) stations deployed in the southern Ryukyu Island to increase the
ray path coverage for eastern Taiwan offshore events, which
improve significantly the accuracy in earthquake locations
of the area. This relocation seismicity catalog is continuously updated (Wu et al. 2013). Therefore, we use the epicenters of the catalog for further discussion.
Seismic events at volcanoes could have variable waveform characteristics (Chouet 1996; McNutt 2005). Generally, they are classified into 3 types: Long-period, Volcanotectonic, and hybrid events (McNutt 2005). Volcano-tectonic
earthquake is generated by the movement of magma, which
results in pressure changes in the rock and causes failure. The
waveform of Volcano-tectonic event is similar to that of an
ordinary tectonic earthquake, with high frequency content
and clear P- and S-wave arrivals. Long-period event is also
called low frequency (LF) event because of its concentration of spectral energy at a relatively lower frequency band.
This kind of event is usually linked to different magmatic
and hydrothermal processes and is considered as slow-rupture failure in unconsolidated volcanic materials (Bean et al.
2014). The S-wave is often unclear for the LF events due to
this particular mechanism. Hybrid earthquakes comprise the
former two types of signals, having high-frequency onsets
and low-frequency coda. The mixed characteristics of this
type signal was suggested to have brittle-failure origin and
the low-frequency content could be the influences of low
rupture velocities and/or strong path effect (Harrington and
Brodsky 2007). In our study, LF events are of a particular interest as they are often associated with fluid/magma
movement in the volcano. Thus, for the selection of magmagenerated events, the waveform characteristics for the LF

events were used in the study, which are no clear S-wave
and low-frequency energy content. In addition to visually
examining the waveforms, we also conducted a spectral
analysis in order to investigate possible differences in their
frequency content.
On the other hand, propagation effects could occur in
volcanic areas. The existence of any anomalous structures
between the source and receiver can potentially modify the
waveform and change its characteristics. As the structures
between the source and receiver are unknown and all the
seismic station are located only on one side of the sources,
this problem could still exist even though all available stations are examined. For this purpose, we compare the waveform recorded by the same station but from two different
nearby sources to avoid mis-determination of the LF events.
Similar source-receiver location should have comparable
ray path effect. Thus, any variance between the waveform of
these two nearby sources should result from the source effect
itself. This operation was systematically performed when a
LF event was determined. The earthquakes located less than
10 km in horizontal distance and 5 km in depth from this
event were verified to avoid the cases caused by the path
effect. Figure 3 shows two examples of waveforms and
spectrograms generated by two nearby sources and recorded
by the same station. One example is near KST, whereas the
other is located near the central graben area of SOT. Distinctive patterns were observed both for the waveforms and
spectrograms. Events with no clear S-wave waveform are
usually characterized by low frequency content spectrogram
(Figs. 3b and e). A dominant frequency of approximately
less than 4 Hz could be observed. In contrast, the frequency
band of the other earthquake (Figs. 3c and f) is dominated
by approximately 5 - 10 Hz. In addition, the LF earthquakes
have longer duration than that of the tectonic earthquakes,
which is consistent with the results already reported near this
volcanic area (Lin et al. 2007a). Even though clear definition about these LF earthquakes was given, ambiguity could
still happen frequently when we determine the LF events by
using the seismogram and spectral characteristics. For example, a mix of noise and signal usually could result in a
more complicate waveform, or the main energy for the spectrogram concentrates at a frequency in between the low and
high values. In these cases, we eliminated these uncertain
events to avoid any possible misinterpretation in our study.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Finally, 82 events characterized with low frequency
content, no clear S-wave waveform and relatively longer
duration have been identified after visually checking the
waveforms and spectrograms of the 2263 earthquakes.
However, two earthquakes were not found in the update relocation catalog (Wu et al. 2008). Therefore, only 80 events
were discussed in the following sessions (Figs. 4, 5, and 6).

LF Volcanic Earthquakes in the Southern Okinawa Trough

4.1 Spatial and Magnitude Distribution
The 80 LF earthquakes determined from our study are
suggested to be volcano-related low frequency events. They
are mainly located in two areas: (1) to the east of 122.2°E,
along the central graben of SOT and (2) to the west of
122.05°E, to the southeast of KST (Fig. 4a). Only a few
events were observed for the CBVT area, where the volcanic
topographic characteristics is remarkable. This result should
be caused by the limitation of the inland network capacity.
As all the used seismic station are located inland, the number of reported earthquakes and available waveforms decrease rapidly with the distance from the land area. Thus, we
would not discuss about the CBVT area in our study. However, the gap between 122.05 and 122.2°E should indeed
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exist, where the lack of large volcanic earthquakes could
be confirmed. Depth of these LF events ranges principally
from 0.32 - 21.66 km (Fig. 4). The events around KST generally have a relatively shallower depth of about 0 - 14 km,
whereas the depth increase for those located along the central graben of SOT. The crustal thickness of SOT has been
determined between 15 and 18 km (Lee et al. 1980; Iwasaki
et al. 1990; Hirata et al. 1991). Therefore, the LF volcanic earthquakes identified in our study should have origins
within or at the bottom of the crust. General concepts suggest the underground magma originated from mantle rises
and cumulates in the upper crust to form a magma reservoir.
This depth distribution shows agreement with the typical
idea. Relatively shallow LF earthquakes are located along
the central axis for the central graben cluster (red and orange

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 3. Examples of vertical velocity waveform and corresponding spectrogram for two events located nearby and recorded by the same station. (a)
to (c) are the example from the earthquakes occurred near the Kueishantao (KST) Island area, whereas (d) to (f) for the earthquakes in the central
graben of the Southern Okinawa Trough (SOT) area. (a) and (d) show the positions of the two nearby earthquakes. Green and red star indicates
the normal tectonic and low frequency (LF) earthquake, respectively. Red triangle shows the station where the waveform was recorded. The corresponding waveform and spectrogram are plotted in (b) and (e) for the LF events and in (c) and (f) for the normal tectonic earthquakes.

(b)

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the 80 low frequency (LF) earthquakes determined in our
study. (a) shows the plain view. Dots are the LF earthquakes and color of dots indicates
different focal depth. (b) is the earthquake distribution along the N-S cross-section. In (b),
black dots are the LF cluster located near KST (to the west of 122.05°E), whereas red dots
are those located near the central graben of SOT (to the east of 122.2°E). In both (a) and (b),
dots size is proportional to its local magnitude. KST: Kueishantao Island; SOT: southern
Okinawa Trough; CBVT: cross back-arc volcanic trail.

(a)

Fig. 5. Spatial and temporal distribution of the 80 LF earthquakes determined from 1991 2011. In (a), dots define LF earthquakes and color of dots indicates the occurrence time of
earthquake. KST: Kueishantao Island; SOT: southern Okinawa Trough; CBVT: cross backarc volcanic trail. In (b) and (c), the earthquake occurrence time v.s. projected distance is
shown to better illustrate the relationship between the spatial distribution and the occurrence
time of the earthquakes. In (b), the earthquakes located to the west of 122.05°E are projected
along the AA’ profile shown in (a); whereas the earthquakes to the east of 122.05°E are projected along the BB’ profile. The distance in (a) and (b) is determined with regard to point A’
and B’, respectively. Dots represent the LF event and their color represents the focal depth.
The gray points in (b) and (c) indicated the above-slab background seismicity extracted from
the International Seismological Centre (ISC) catalog. In (a), (b), and (c), dots size is proportional to its local magnitude.

(c)

(b)

(a)
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Fig. 6. Magnetic anomalies (Hsu et al. 1998), major normal faults determined from seismic data (Sibuet et al. 1998) and the LF earthquakes distribution. Blue triangles and purple rectangles show the position of the volcanic outcrops and intrusion (Tsai 1999; Lee et al. 2004), respectively. Dots are
the LF earthquakes and color of dots represents the depth. Dots size is proportional to its local magnitude. KST: Kueishantao Island; SOT: southern
Okinawa Trough; CBVT: cross back-arc volcanic trail.

dots in Fig. 4a). This distribution may suggest that the magma chamber should be the closest to the seafloor along the
topographic central depression, where the back-arc opening
process was suggested to be the most active. The discovery
of non-volcanic LF earthquakes has been reported for the
Ryukyu Trench and Nankai Trough (Ide et al. 2007; Ando
et al. 2012; Nakamura and Sunagawa 2015) areas, which
are generally considered to be generated by the shear slip
(Ide et al. 2007) and/or hydro-fracturing (Seno and Yamasaki 2003) processes along the plate interface. Even though
non-volcanic LF events share similar frequency content as
the volcanic events studied in our area, they have distinct
sources areas. All the LF earthquakes observed in our result
are located shallower than 25 km at depth, where the slab
contour is about 80 - 120 km. Therefore, the fact that we
only discuss about the volcanic activity without considering the non-volcanic component should be justified. With
regard to the magnitude of these LF earthquakes, the value
is less than 4. No earthquakes with larger magnitude was revealed. Previous studies showed that volcanic earthquakes
are smaller in size (Chouet and Matoza 2013). Similar result
was reported in our study. Otherwise, we do not observe any
relationship between local magnitude and spatial location of
these LF earthquakes.
4.2 Temporal Distribution
Figure 5a shows the temporal distribution of the LF
volcanic events. Color of dots shows its occurrence time.

We found that the events occurred along the central graben
and near KST have different temporal distribution characteristics. For the former group, the events having occurrence
time close to each other generally do not have obvious spatial relationship. It means that two events occurred almost
simultaneously could be located far from each other (dots
with same color in Fig. 5a). In contrast, the neighboring
events usually have a closer occurrence time for the latter
KST group. Figure 5b demonstrated even a stronger temporal relationship for the events occurred in KST. Compared with the events along the central graben (to the east
of 122.1°E) (Fig. 5c), the events near KST (to the west of
122.05°E) obviously tend to occur temporally in cluster. The
cluster of several LF events only occurred in 1991, 1994,
1997, 1998, 2002, 2004, 2008, and 2010 during the approximately 20 years recording period (Fig. 5b). The interval between each cluster are not regular, usually between 1 and 4
years. This kind of LFs cluster could also be observed for
the SOT central graben area, particularly distinct in 1999,
2002, and 2008. This phenomenon is in consistency with
the observation reported for other volcanic areas that volcanic earthquakes usually have a time clustering characteristic
(e.g., Codano et al. 1997; Eggert and Walter 2009). This
concentration of volcanic earthquakes are usually linked to
the magma dike injection or migration process during some
active phases (e.g., Dziak and Fox 1999). In Figs. 5b and c,
we also plotted the background seismicity reported by the
ISC (gray points in Figs. 5b and c). It appears that the occurrence of the LFs for the KST corresponds very well to the
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tectonic earthquakes swarm. However, similar relation between the LFs and the background seismicity was only observed in 2008 for the SOT central graben area. It is interesting to notice that when there is a cluster occurring near KST,
events with relatively larger magnitude appear also along
the central graben. When there is no event observed in the
KST group, only events with magnitude smaller than about
ML 3.5 appear for the central graben area, such as the cases
occurred during the period between 1992 and 1993, 1995
and 1996, 1999 and 2002, 2005 and 2006 (Figs. 5b and c).
The tectonic activity for both the KST and SOT is originated and influenced by the Okinawa Trough back-arc basin process. Thus, the time coincidence of the occurrence
of LF cluster at both KST and SOT central graben may
suggest that the LF earthquake activity near KST and along
the SOT central graben area have the same driven mechanism. When the magma supply is large enough, both areas
could have an amplified volcanic activities and relatively
larger events could occur simultaneously. Furthermore, a
systematic migration of LF earthquakes with time was observed for KST. The events seem to migrate from the northwest to the south-east, then back to the north-western part
(Fig. 5b). The migration of the volcanic earthquakes with
time has been reported in the literature, which is often linked
to the magma supply process for a volcano (e.g., Rubin et al.
1998; Dziak and Fox 1999; Battaglia et al. 2005). However,
investigation with a higher resolution, such as monitoring
with a denser seismic network, is required for further information about the detailed process.
4.3 Comparison with Other Geophysical and Geological
Data
By comparing the position of the LF earthquakes with
the magnetic anomaly map, a good correlation was found
(Fig. 6). Most of the LF earthquakes are located in the area
where positive magnetic anomalies appear. Even though
the LF earthquakes are located at relatively deeper depth,
the igneous rock could be formed at shallower depth when
the magma moves upward and the ambient temperature decreases. Thus, the good correlation between the LF earthquakes and positive magnetic anomalies should be understandable. To the north of SOT, the continental slope is also
characterized by a high magnetic anomaly. However, very
few LF events were discovered in that area. We suggest that
the magnitude of the volcanic activities for that area may be
too small to be recorded. Otherwise, we have limited data to
provide any other information.
The presence of normal faults in SOT was widely reported (Lee et al. 1980; Sibuet et al. 1998; Fournier et al.
2001; Lin et al. 2009). We find that the LF events along
the central graben area were bounded by the major normal
faults, a southward dipping fault plane to their north and a
northward dipping fault plane to their south (Fig. 6). For the

KST area, some of events area also located within the central depression of a normal fault system. The major faults
confine not only the LF earthquakes, but also the central
depression area of SOT (Fig. 5a), where the extensional
tectonic process was supposed to be the most active. Thus,
this good agreement may indicate that the volcanic activities should be controlled by regional tectonic structures. It
is interesting to notice that the volcanic outcrops and intrusion recognized from marine geophysical data (Tsai 1999;
Lee et al. 2004) are not located right over these LF earthquakes but surround them (Fig. 6). General concepts and
models consider volcanic dome as the surface expression
of its underneath magma chamber (e.g., Walker 1989; Head
and Wilson 1992) where the LF earthquakes should occur.
However, former studies show that part of the volcanic
rocks exist below the faults to form intrusive rocks, others
have risen along fault zones, and forms a submarine volcano
(e.g., Sibuet et al. 1998; Rowland and Sibson 2004). Thus,
instead of being influenced by the deep magmatic sources,
location of volcanism near the seafloor should be mainly
controlled by the extensional faults in SOT.
The first discovery of the LF earthquakes along SOT
was reported by Lin et al. (2007a). A volcanic swarms consist of at least 24 earthquakes with magnitudes between
2.2 and 3.5 was identified by the land seismic stations data
within two days in early September 2006 (Lin et al. 2007a).
In our study, two LF earthquakes were reported during this
period (Fig. 5). As we only selected earthquakes with local magnitude larger than 3. The lack of comparable events
with this previous work should be due to the elimination
of earthquakes with smaller magnitude. After all, our study
still does not miss the major events reported by Lin et al.
(2007a), which infers that our result should be robust. Konstantinou et al. (2013) analyzed the seismicity recorded by
a temporary seismic network deployed both on KST and
the coast of northeastern Taiwan during 2008. A momenttensor inversion based on a ML 4.4 earthquake occurred to
the southeast of KST exhibited a low frequency content
(~10 Hz) and a large non-double-couple component suggesting fluid involvement at its source. The position of this
LF earthquake coincides with the cluster of LF earthquakes
observed in our study, which confirms a relatively active
magmatic process to the southeast of KST. However, Konstantinou et al. (2013) also observed a swarm of LF earthquakes located to the northeast of KST. We did not observe
any LF events for this area. The spectrogram of the LF
earthquakes they determined showed a principle frequency
content of 1 - 6 Hz, and the S-wave could still be identified.
Thus, the cluster determined in their study, to the northeast
of KST, should have a volcano-tectonic origin, which is not
studied in this work. Otherwise, in our study, the selection
of earthquakes with magnitude larger than 3 may reduce the
uncertainty for the waveform determination, but this threshold could also limit our understanding about the volcanic
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activity with relatively smaller magnitude. More detailed
information with regard to the distribution of different type
of volcanic earthquakes should be performed with the deployments of a denser network in the future.
5. CONCLUSION
In the aim of increasing the understanding about the
temporal and spatial distribution characteristics for the volcano-related activities in SOT, we analyze the seismic data
recorded by the inland CWBSN in Taiwan. The waveforms
and spectrograms of 2263 earthquakes collected from 1991
to the end of 2011 were manually examined and 80 possible
volcanic events were identified. To insure that the LF waveform was not caused by the path or site effect, the waveform
of two nearby sources recorded by the same station were
systematically verified. Furthermore, we obtained the epicenters from an update seismicity catalog which allows to
perform a more reliable analysis for the spatial distribution
of these volcano-related events. Unprecedented understanding about the volcanic activities in SOT were revealed. The
result shows that the LF events were mainly located along
the central graben of SOT and to the southeast of the KST
Island. The depths of LF events near KST are mostly shallower than 14 km, and become deeper to about 22 km when
the hypocenters get closer to the central axis of SOT. The
central axis of the back-arc spreading center, bounded by
well-developed normal faults system, usually has the most
active extensional effect. The concentration of most LF
events along the central depression suggests that the occurrence of volcanic earthquakes should be controlled by the
tectonic structures and relatively higher geothermal potential
could be found along the central graben area. The temporal
distribution of LF events near KST demonstrated a periodic
occurrence pattern, which was reported for the first time in
the area. The LF events migrated with time, which is generally linked to the magma supply process. In this case, we may
quantify the magnitude of the magma supply system and estimate the potential for a volcanic explosion in the future. By
comparing the distribution of LF earthquakes with the distribution of volcanic outcrops and intrusion determined from
the former studies, we found that all these volcanic products on the seabed (i.e., volcanic outcrops and intrusion) are
not located on the top of these LF earthquakes but surround
them, along some normal faults. We suggest that instead of
being the surface expression of the deep volcanic activity,
the volcanism near the sea floor is mainly controlled by the
tectonic structures. Overall, our result provides the generally
volcanic activity patterns and characteristics for the SOT
area. Detailed processes may still depend on the application
of high resolution experiments in the future.
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